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one year! Yes, that seems
impossible, but it happened
in 2014 for the Ft. Wayne

was accomplished because of

Innovation at the Springfield Division

the group effort by the entire

They say that necessity is the mother of inven-

Problem / Opportunity #2:

Ft. Wayne team. Some may

tion. We have a saying around here, “the hard

Nucor Steel Marion has foreign made DC

jobs we do right away, the impossible ones

motors that are very difficult to rewind. The

take a little longer.” Two examples of talent +

time required to drill out pins and press out

problem = innovation are noted below:

dovetailed pole pieces make the rewinding

orders, entering PO’s, and

Problem / Opportunity #1:

nearly uneconomical. Our second shift winder

getting jobs out the door. It’s

Goodyear has several very large calendar

Dave Mader and the second shift crew came

about getting that extra sale

rolls that experience bearing failures. When

up with an innovative way to wind the shunt

this week, or taking on yet

this happens, the bearing journals on these

fields on this DC motor. The magnet wire was

another repair job that you

rolls must be ground to a smooth finish. It

“sewn” through the pole pieces just like sew-

would take over a week to dismantle and

ing a button on a shirt. This method saved

reassemble these machines to send the roll

many hours of labor on this job and did not

out for grinding. Kim Shellabarger developed

compromise integrity of the other winding cir-

really adds up over one years’

a method of grinding them on-site, in the

cuits. Kudos to our winders and their innova-

time. In our case it was a

calendar machine, saving the customer days

tive ideas!

40% increase in one year.

of downtime. The machine shop dismantled

Congratulations to everyone

an old Bridgeport mill and mounted a grinder

who contributed to an amaz-

on the power fed table. A heavy base was

operation. It wasn’t easy. It

think that we added people
and/or equipment, but we
did not. It comes down to
the fundamentals of entering

don’t have time to do. You
work through lunch, or stay
late to finish that OT job.
A little extra effort each day,

ingly successful year for
Ft. Wayne. I want to thank
everyone for their extra efforts
throughout the year, and for

by Mike Harper

then fabricated to be mounted to the calendar
machine. Kim and our machinists have completed two successful journal repair jobs on

going the extra mile every

these calendar rolls for Goodyear, in the past

day.

few months. Kudos to Kim and our machinist
crew for a job well done!

Nucor Steel DC Motor

Customer Service
and Phone Etiquette
Contributed by: Gina Tuttle
Thermal Spray and
Industrial Coatings
by: Jim Kennedy

As mentioned in our last News

slowly (especially when leav-

•When leaving a Voice Mail

Letter, the Washington Street

ing a message). Don’t sound

message always identify your-

One year on the books!

location is scheduled to install

overly anxious, aggressive or

self (name/company); keep

Most of the construction is

a new phone system sometime

pushy

your message brief and to the

behind us now and we’re look-

in April 2015.

With today’s

•Do not allow interruptions to

point

ing forward to operating without

phone systems becoming more

occur during the conversation

•Cell phones: always remem-

those distractions. This will

sophisticated, they can do

and do not allow yourself to be

ber to turn off your cell phone

allow more time to search for

more harm than good if proper

distracted by other activities

ringer when entering a meet-

new customers and meet with

business phone etiquette is not

•If you need to transfer a call

ing, a training class, etc.

our existing customer base.

employed. Therefore I thought

be sure the caller is aware that

Remembering that Customer

2015 has us attending water/

it would be a good idea for all

they are being transferred

Service could start with a

wastewater, agriculture and

of us to brush up on our tele-

•When you place a caller on

phone call, it’s also good to

manufacturing trade shows to

phone etiquette.

hold, get back to them from

remember our Company Moto:

display our capabilities.

Here are some simple tips to

time to time so they know you

“Horner Electric is committed

We are seeing repeat jobs from

remember:

haven’t forgotten them and

to providing complete customer

the steel industry, centrifuge

•Always identify yourself at the

ensure that they want to con-

satisfaction through solution-

companies and municipalities.

beginning of a call and give the

tinue to hold

oriented service and products,

We recently installed a grinder

caller your full attention

•Be sure your Voice Mail

that maximize our customer’s

•Be sensitive to the tone of

Message has a pleasant greet-

productivity.”

your voice; speak clearly &

ing and clearly identifies you.

that will handle a part up to
15.5” diameter x 100” long it’s
currently being used for steel
mill rolls.
Now we’re in the process of
installing a large 8’ x 8’ x 15’
oven for Teflon and powder
coatings.

New Faces
Ashley Eddelman
Admin
Thermal Spray

Sandra Pruitt
Inside Sales
Indianapolis

Wayne Fitzpatrick
Production Tech
APG

Matthew Mueller
Sales
APG

Kevin Pattison
Electrical Field Service
Indianapolis

Donald Geckles
Winder
Terre Haute

Jeffrey Mullins
Machinist
Machining
Services

Joshua TenEyck
Electrical Field Service
Indianapolis

Tony Lawless
Sales Counter
Indianapolis

Rebecca Miller
Admin
Fort Wayne

We now have a total of 13
employees with 2 new additions
– Ashley Eddelman (administra-

Terry Garrett
Machinist
Thermal Spray

tive assistant) and Terry Garrett
(2nd shift machinist).

Paul Abbenhaus
Sales
APG

Terre Haute Update

by: Jim McClintock

A new year is here again and has left most of us wondering where last year went. Just one more assurance
that time waits for no one. With that in mind we are
looking forward to continuing our efforts to grow the
Terre Haute facility by increasing business volume,
adding manpower as needed, and striving to keep our
customers happy.
New Horner LED lighting has replaced the old in our
work bays resulting in better visibility throughout the
shop, and a new front walk has been completed in
front of the building creating a better first impression

Before Lighting

when customers come to visit the facility.
Here’s a shout out to:
Craig Hallett for advising Rose Hulman Institute of
Technology students in their efforts to build an electric
vehicle for an annual competition they participate in!
Dennis Wardenburg for welcoming his fifth grandchild,
Spencer Marie!
Don Geckles for joining our team here in Terre Haute!
He comes to us from Alabama with 30 years of experience in the motor repair business and is currently a
winder.

After Lighting

Top 10 Most Cited
OSHA Violations In
2014 by: Amy Fletcher

A Note of Passing
by: Mike Harper

Carl Marshall passed away
on 12/11/14. Carl was a second shift machinist for the

OSHA recently unveiled the

remained the same and in the

10 standards. Notice that the

Springfield division for many

preliminary

same order. The following is

majority of the violations under

years, however he was much

cited

of

a complete list of the top 10

the 1910 General Industry

more than that. While he was

Fiscal Year 2014. (October 1,

most cited standards following

Regulations, which the major-

a well-respected machinist,

2013, through September 30,

inspections by federal OSHA.

ity of Horner Industrial Group

Carl was also a mentor and

2014).

All of the 2013 haz-

While the amount of total viola-

works within.

father figure to many of us

ards remained on the 2014 list.

tions has decreased, the list

here, including me. You have

Some of the hazards moved up

remains largely unchanged

to respect a man who builds a

and a few fell from 2013 to

since 2011, with only minor dif-

cabin with his own two hands

2014. The top four violations

ferences in the order of the

OSHA

Top

10

most

violations

on the land that his family has
owned for over 100 years, in
southern Ohio.

At Carl’s retirement party, he
told me that he was not sure he
was ready to retire. Being the
quick thinker that I am, I immediately offered him a part time
position with a four day weekend. He smiled and jumped on
that offer like a doggie on a biscuit. Carl worked part time for
another seven years before his
final retirement, last year. RIP
Carl Marshall.

Standard

2014 Total Violations

2013 Total Violations (Rank)

1. 1926.501 - Fall Protection

6,143

8,214 (1)

2. 1910.1200 - Hazard Communication

5,161

6,156 (2)

3. 1926.451 - Scaffolding

4,029

5,423 (3)

4. 1910.134 - Respiratory Protection

3,223

3,879 (4)

5. 1910.147 - Lockout/Tagout

2,704

3,254 (8)

6. 1910.178 - Powered Industrial
Trucks

2,662

3,340 (6)

7. 1910.305 - Electrical, Wiring
Methods

2,490

3,452 (5)

8. 1926.1053 - Ladders

2,448

3,311 (7)

9. 1910.212 - Machine Guarding

2,200

2,701 (10)

10. 1910.303 - Electrical, General
Requirements

2,056

2,745 (9)

Total Violations

33,116

42,502

Restoring the Past

by: Heidi Randall

Horner Fan has been enjoying the short winter days,

let us show you some of the interesting jobs we have

diligently working on many new projects. Some of the

in the shop.

work has included making machine guards for Valeo,
working with Toyota on preventative maintenance projects, building carts for ISSI and assembling the stairs
and handrail units for the new Horner expansion.
In addition to standard customer projects, Horner
Fan has been working with Kemna Restoration and
Construction, Inc. Kemna is the general contractor, for
a series of restoration projects in Delphi, Indiana. The
latest project we worked on was a Façade Restoration.
We were provided a façade sample that is approximately 100 years old and our task was to replicate it.
Some of the steps involved were rolling and custom
saw cutting round tubing, laser cutting and assembling stacks of decorative pieces, individually cutting
and sanding metal segments, and finally, fitting and
tack welding the assembly together. This is part of a
restoration project that is expected to continue on thru
2015. Pictures to the right show the sample unit and
the completed Horner Fan piece.
Rarely is there a day when there isn’t something new
and fascinating going on in “Fan Land”. Stop in and

Ending 2014
Strong for
APG
by Dave Bader

Did you
know Marty
Hartman Builds
Guitars?

We are about to launch our

Chuck Ridgeway continue to

based in Indy and will support

brand new website and mar-

expand our sales presence

the ISS team throughout

Marty Hartman, truck driver has

keting has put in a tremendous

within their territories. Our XL

Indiana and Kentucky. He will

a very special talent.

amount of time and effort to

family of products continue to

also be responsible for sup-

get this site going. I am very

excel from a performance and

porting Powermation, our larg-

He has been working with

happy with the look and feel

feature standpoint.

est distribitor. Matt Mueller is

Rhinehart Guitars for 6 years

of the new site. It will give our

Our lighting group has also

based near Toledo, Ohio and

building custom guitars. He

customers incredible access to

set all kinds of records. 2014

will be responsible for Ohio

also repairs them. Marty builds

all of our product data, includ-

allowed Horner Lighting to be

and Michigan.

the body and necks from rough

ing technical data & sales data.

recognized within the industry

Also congrats to Stephanie

stock to match all the custom-

We ended 2014 very strong-

for several design excellence

Clapper on the birth of her son,

ers specifications and ideas.

ly. Our performance with the

awards. We have recently

Jaxson Jordyn, 8lbs 3 oz 21

See some examples of his

Automation Group has set

added two new lighting sales

inches.

work below. You can check out

sales records. Bill Giebel and

people. Paul Abbenhaus is

more of his work on Rhinehart
Guitar’s Facebook Page.

Expectations

by: Bill Honeycutt

The logistics department is

out for an emergancy and now

-Make sure we have all the

in many instances the link

things have changed.

information needed, such as

between sales, services, and

We

the customer. We are like the

to change daily in the logis-

-Locations

waiter who delivers a meal to

tics department, and we thrive

street address, contact name

the hungry customer after a

on the challenge to meet the

and phone numbers.

long frustrating day. The cus-

changes. Unfortunately there

-Ask questions before you

tomer has called his order in

are some days that someone’s

commit, to give us some room

and his expectation is that he

expectations will not be met

for the unexpected.

receives it hot, ready and that

in the exact time that is being

I want to personally thank our

his order is the most impor-

promised. There are many ways

drivers, who work long hours

tant order. The waiter says,

you can help us help you meet

everyday trying to meet expec-

your order will be ready in four

your customer’s expectations.

tations that are being set, you

minutes, the expectation has

-Be sure all the items that are

are awesome! And many thanks

now been set. The waiter did

scheduled for pick up are ready

for the support from the Shops,

not know that the cook walked

for us when we get there.

Sales and Field Services.

expect

our

schedule

size and weight.
should

include

Dry Ice Cleaning at CSN Steel Terre Haute
Contributed by : Travis Brown and Ralph Coonce
Mechanical

Field

Service

tle of pop or water within few

recently completed a job at

minutes. The ice itself is -109

CSN Steel in Terre Haute doing

degrees F.

dry ice cleaning on their pri-

Every cleaning method has

mary mill. The ice is formed

things it is good at and things

into pellets the size rice, and

it is not good for, but when

then sprayed onto the surface

using this cleaning method, the

similar to that of a sand blaster.

only thing you find on the floor

When it’s hot outside, the dry

when done is the dirt that was

ice, which is actually frozen

removed, after the ice evapo-

carbon dioxide, can chill a bot-

rates.

A New Addition in
Springfield
by: Mike Harper
Jeff Sanders is a field service
tech with the Springfield division. In December, Jeff and his
wife Gina completed the adoption of their 7 month old son,
Cayden.
As you can see, Cayden has a
way with the ladies – Lori Beam
and Donna Richards could not
keep their hands off him!

Do you know who your beneficiary is?

Please join me in congratulating

Contributed by : Barb Spangler

tion to their family.

According

to

the Sanders for their new addi-

Consumer

to update your beneficiary

family, messing up 401K by

Reports, the #1 money mis-

through their website at www.

missing

take people make is not updat-

oneamerica.com. Information

matches, underinsuring, not

ing their beneficiaries. Even

to access the site is provid-

planning for emergencies, not

with a will, your 401(k) funds

ed in the enrollment mate-

checking your credit report,

might not go where you want

rials you received. You can

and mismanaging debt.

them; an ex-spouse’s name

also get information by calling

on a 401(k) beneficiary desig-

OneAmerica at 800-249-6269.

nation likely trumps a will, for

Other financial mistakes peo-

instance.

ple are making include: not

OneAmerica makes it easy

sharing information with your

out

on

employer

What do you
know about Servo
Repair?
by: Dennis Gaddis

Horner APG New
Website Launch
The servo motor repair depart-

As most of you know there are

continue to work closely with

ment completed its first repair

servo motors in many different

Walt Boat and Vernon Pratt to

Horner APG is proud to

in 1989. It is located in our

applications from your elec-

make the servo and calibration

announce that our new

West Street facility. We con-

tric car window to the robots

department work as smoothly

website will launch in late

tinue to stay up to date with all

making your cars. Most Horner

as possible for our custom-

January 2015. After solicit-

the current technology that is

customers utilize some type of

ers and Horner Industrial. Next

ing feedback from cus-

coming out, we have the capa-

servo motor. Horner Industrial

time you are in the neighbor-

tomers, distributors and

bilities to

repair more than

has servos on many of the

hood stop by and say hello!

internal stakeholders, it was

100 different manufacturers of

machines we use in the repair

determined that improving

servo motors. The servo motor

of products for our customers.

the overall user experience

deparment has a large cus-

The servo motor department

would be our main objective.

tomer base that has been with

conducts dyno testing for the

Specific issues addressed in

us since since the beginning.

company and maintains all the

the new site include: page

We continue to grow and build

required equipment calibra-

load speed, improved site

more customers.

tion for Horner Industrial. We

by: Megan Pence

search functionality, detailed
product description and photography, and the addition of

GE Project and New Inside Sales Manager

searchable support documen-

The Louisville team completed

Sales Team’s activities as well

tation.

a project at GE Appliance to

as identifying opportunities for

get all of their updraft roof

new product sales and invento-

We are also incorporating

fans operational on building

ry across all Horner locations.

Search Engine Optimization

AP-2. This involved removing

As most of us are aware, Craig

(SEO) elements to increase

the fans and lowering their field

has been our technical project

visibility in online searches,

service tech, Wayne Ecker,

specialist supporting the Sales

such as Google, Bing and

through the resulting hole to

Team as well as external cus-

Yahoo. The ultimate goal

repair the wiring below the

tomers. He started his career

with this launch is to pro-

roof line. Everything went as

in the Electric Motor Industry in

vide our customers with a

planned, resulting in another

October 1985 as a machinist

streamlined, easy to search

satisfied customer.

and has been a valuable mem-

website, which will ultimately

Craig Hallett has accepted

ber of the Horner Team since

increase online sales. Once

the dual roles of Inside Sales

November 2003.

the site launches, please let

Manager and New Product

us know if you have feedback

Sales Coordinator. In this new

by emailing webmaster@

position Craig will be respon-

heapg.com

sible for managing the Inside

by: Terry Thorne

New Photography
by: Jacqueline Keen
In effort of making new marketing materials, I have started to

Great Year for Machining Services

make my way around to all the

by: Mark Reed

The last quarter of 2014

requiring shaft repairs, grinding

Jeff comes to us with approxi-

capped off a very busy year

and balancing. We also worked

mately 14 yrs experience in

for us, at machining services.

in support of our field service

the machining and mechani-

We finished up OT repairs on a

group,

cam

cal field. Also congratulations

very large baghouse fan wheel

roller guide frames that were

to Chuck Sahm on the 1-8-

and shaft for Steel Dynamics.

installed

15 birth of his granddaughter

This repair also resulted in the

shutdown. It seems the work

manufacturing of a spare shaft

we’ve seen this past year has

which was 18” diameter x 204”

been more varried than ever.

long.

We continued to see

Welcome new employee Jeff

large numbers of process rolls

Mullins to the machine shop.

manufacturing
during

Christmas

Emma Rose.

Thermal Spray Success at PaperWorks!
Contributed by: Denny Hall and Jim Kennedy
PaperWorks, located out of

which stopped production while

Wabash, IN was experiencing

they changed and replaced the

high maintenance costs and

cone with a new one.

downtime due to their reducer

Horner suggested that they

cone wearing out. The cone

send the cone to our Thermal

is used for piping that trans-

Spray and Industrial Coatings

fers recycled paper as a slurry

division where they repaired

mixture. The cone was wear-

the holes and sprayed the cone

ing holes in the stainless steel

with Vecalloy and KF Polymer .

after three to four months due

The cone is still in production

to the abrasion from the recy-

from being installed in June

cled paper mixture.

2014 and has yet to develop

PaperWorks had to remove

and leak.

the cone and patch the holes

shops to capture new photography. I appreciate everyone for
being good sports and being so
curtious. I have plans to make it
out to Fort Wayne, Springfield,
Louisivlle, and Cincinnati in the
next few months.

IT Department
Updates by: Todd Bundy

If you were
written about in
the newspaper,
what would the
headline say?

We’re continuing to work on

the next couple of weeks to

to be one of the cellular ser-

preparing for the installation

make sure everything is setup

vice providers for the Horner

of the new Shore-Tel phone

and ready to go.

companies.

system at the Horner Industrial

In other long term planning

negotiation, Horner employees

sites. Our new US Signal Data

news,

that have Verizon Wireless as

we are exploring the

As part of this

Circuits are being installed and

possibilities

upgrading

their personal cell carrier and

Gus Beazy- Louisville: “Extra

are almost ready to be tested.

Vantage to a newer, updat-

have a qualifying plan, may be

Extra, Gus Bezy finds free

We will also be doing major

ed version.

This project is

eligible for a discount. I will be

time….doesn’t know what to

network upgrades and recon-

in the very early stages, and

posting information on what the

do with it!”

figuration, that will help stream

there is a lot of discussion and

discount will be, and how to

of

line our company-wide network

research to complete before

receive it, as soon as I have all

Ashley Eddelman- Reception

and to help manage our flow of

we can determine the correct

of the details.

Thermal Spray : “To New

data in a more efficient man-

path to take.

Beginnings, With a Bunch of

ner. I will be visiting all of the

We have also completed nego-

Crazy People”

Horner Industrial facilities in

tiating with Verizon Wireless

Bob Swaim- IT: “Star Wars
fan builds working lightsaber”

Bill Fleming- Sales
Indianapolis: “Health Tips:
Living Happier Without
Shoes”

Denise Wilson - Reception
Indianapolis: “Mom of two
boys: the good, the bad and
the dirty “

Roger Rayhel- Terre Haute:
“Old man still at it.”

Indianapolis Expansion

Be Nosey
by: Rich Streitmarter, Cincinnati

Survey Results are in and one

Washington Street

of our customers replied with a

by: Walter Boat

very kind response for field ser-

Another year has passed and it

a local jet manufacturing facility.

outside truck turnaround pad have

was a challenging, but overall good

These test cells consist of various

also been completed.

year. We had the pleasure of hav-

components, but we specifically

exciting thing to occur in my opin-

ing 23 shop tours through our facil-

rebuilt the dynamometers and MG

ion is the installation of our new

ity in 2014 and some of them were

sets with the help of the Horner

50 Ton crane. Watching that crane

customers our sales force has tried

Machining Services and Specialty

move is something to behold.

for years to have visit us. We had

Coating divisions.

In 2015, we already have already

many highlights and one was CSA

The most visible highlight was the

scheduled many large and excit-

(Canadian Standards Association)

actual construction start of our new

ing projects lined up and we are

certification to permit working on

20,000 sq. foot building expansion

looking forward to another year of

Toshiba motors that have a CSA

which has moved along nicely.

growth which includes putting our

logo on the nameplate.

At this time our new 13.8KV test

new building “to the test”.

Many

large and unusual jobs hit our

panel is now on site.

dock this last year, but our largest

floors have been poured in both

project (sales dollars in the mid six

bays and should be ready for

figure) of the year was the rebuild

occupancy in late January/early

of two jet engine load test cells for

February.

The most

Cement

The semi dock and

vice work Steve Smith provided.
Steve was able to quickly repair
this customer’s equipment which
greatly
minimized down
time. Apparently,
Steve also threw
in some
compliments,
humor and general buttering
up free of charge.
I affectionately call this “brown
nosing” and anyone who is face
to face with customers should
“brown nose” at least a little bit.
Some people are better at brown
nosing than others and obviously,
Steve has mastered this art so I
decided he should be recognized

Brain Teaser

This Editions Prize: $50 giftcard

If one child has 6 2/3
sand piles and another has
3 1/3, and you combine
them, how many sand
piles do you have?

Answer to last quarters: What
Goes Up Must Come Down
Last quarters winners:

with our first ever Brown Noser
Award.
All kidding aside, every customer
should be treated as if they are
our most important customer.
They want quick and efficient service and they want to be treated

1st place $50 giftcard : Ben Norris APG

with courtesy and professional-

2nd place $20 giftcard: Amy Fletcher

ism.

Three days to give me your answer, right

Safety

When customers feel they’ve

answers will go into a drawing for a final

3rd place ABB Chairs: Scott Snyder ERP/

received top notch service it

winner. There will be 3 additional prizes

Motor Shop

puts the entire Horner Group in

for 2nd-4th place.

4th place Nike Polo: Jeff WIlson Inside

a very favorable spotlight and it

317-639-4261 (240)

Sales

keeps them coming back. So, by

jacqueline.keen@hornerindustrial.com

all means, let the brown nosing
continue!

Our Unique
Employees and
their families

Todd Cochran (Indianapolis)
Live!

Stephanie (APG) with
her new son Jaxson

Chuck Sahm’s
(Machining Services)
new grandaughter

Randy Jone’s
(Indianapolis) daughter
Ashley is engaged

Craig Hallett’s
(Indianapolis) Pumpkin
David Coonce (Indianapolis)
and family with new baby
Ellie

HORNER INSIDER
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Kerry Fork with
new grandson
Chance

Max Whited, David
Whited’s (Springfield)
new grandson

Sierra (Fan and Fab) and her
daughter at Horner Haunt night

WINTER 2015

Flashback! Rob Taylor (Indianapolis)
recently started back at Horner, picture on left
is from Scherer

Denny Hall (Indianapolis)
with 1st grandchild William
Oscar

Sierra and Heidi
(Fan and Fab)
Halloween

Mike Harper’s (Springfield)
new grandchild Hazel who is
103 years younger than Jude
Mike’s Grandmother

Horner Events
Lunch and Learns

Nucor Steel

Steel Dynamics

PaperWorks

